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Abstract

Biased Maker-Breaker games, introduced by Chvátal and Erdős, are central to the field of posi-
tional games and have deep connections to the theory of random structures. The main questions is
to determine the smallest bias needed by Breaker to ensure that Maker ends up with an independent
set in a given hypergraph. Here we prove matching general winning criteria for Maker and Breaker
when the game hypergraph satisfies certain ’container-type’ regularity conditions. This will enable
us to answer the main question for hypergraph generalizations of the H–building games studied by
Bednarska and  Luczak [5] as well as a generalization of the van der Waerden games introduced by
Beck [2]. We find it remarkable that a purely game-theoretic deterministic approach provides the
right order of magnitude for such a wide variety of hypergraphs, while the analogous questions about
sparse random discrete structures are usually quite challenging.

1 Introduction

For a positive integer k ∈ N, a k–term arithmetic progression (or k–AP) is a set of integers that can be
written in the form {a, a+ d, . . . , a+ (k − 1)d} for some a ∈ Z and d ∈ N. The classical theorem of van
der Waerden [25] states that for every k ∈ N there exists an integer n such that any two-colouring of
[n] := {1, ..., n} contains a monochromatic k–AP. The smallest such integer n is called the (2-color) van
der Waerden number and is denoted by W (k). The determination of W (k) is one of the notorious open
problems of combinatorics, with a rich history and connections to many other branches of mathematics.
The best known upper and lower bounds on W (k) are very far from each other: there are several lower
bounds of the form 2k(1+o(1)) [6, 24], while the best known upper bound, due to Gowers [11] is a tower
function of height five.

Beck [2] introduced van der Waerden games as the positional games played on the set [n] by two
players, Maker and Breaker, who take turns in occupying integers that have previously not been occupied
by any of the players, with Maker going first. For an integer k ∈ N Maker wins the van der Waerden game
(or k–AP game) if he manages to occupy a k–AP, while Breaker wins otherwise (that is, if he occupies at
least one integer in every k–AP). Van der Waerden’s Theorem implies that Breaker cannot win a k–AP
game on [W (k)] without occupying a k–AP for himself. From this, a standard strategy stealing argument
(see [4]) shows that Breaker cannot have a winning strategy on [W (k)], and consequently Maker has to
have one. Beck defined W ?(k) to be the smallest integer n, such that Maker has a winning strategy in
the k–AP game played on [n]. By the above, W ?(k) ≤ W (k) for every k ∈ N. In strong contrast to the
enormous gap between the known upper and lower bounds for W (k), Beck established that the van der
Waerden game number is single exponential: W ?(k) = 2k(1+o(1)).

Biased games represent a central direction of the field of positional games, with deep connections
to the theory of random structures. The notion was first suggested by Chvátal and Erdős [7] while
investigating the connectivity game, hamiltonicity game and triangle-building game played on the edges
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of the complete graph. Given a hypergraph H = (V (H), E(H)) and a positive integer bias q, we define
the q–biased Maker-Breaker game G(H; q) as the game where Maker and Breaker take turns occupying
previously unoccupied vertices from V (H), with Maker going first and occupying one vertex in each
round and Breaker occupying up to q. Maker wins if his selection completely covers an edge from H
and Breaker wins otherwise. In other words, Breaker wins if and only if the vertices of Maker form an
independent set in H. Note that by definition the game cannot end in a draw. Given a hypergraph H,
one is interested in determining the threshold bias q(H), defined to be the smallest integer q ∈ N for
which Breaker has a winning strategy in the q–biased game G(H; q).

The relationship of biased games to random discrete structures originates from the simple observation
that if both Maker and Breaker occupy their vertices uniformly at random from the remaining free
vertices, then Maker ends up occupying a uniform random set of size |V (H)|/(b + 1), where b is the
bias of Breaker. For exactly what size a uniform random subset will likely be independent (and hence
for what bias b will RandomBreaker likely win against RandomMaker) is a central line of research in the
study of random discrete structures. This threshold set size was investigated and is well-known for many
important hypergraphs.

Chvátal and Erdős [7] were mostly concerned about graph games where the vertex set of the game
hypergraph H is the edge set E(Kn) of the complete graph on n vertices and H represents a graph
property. For the connectivity game they proved the surprising phenomenon that the threshold bias for
the game with ‘clever’ players is of the same order as the ‘likely’ threshold bias in the game with random
players. In other words the result of the clever game and the random game are likely to be the same for
almost all biases except an interval of length of smaller order than the value of the threshold bias. This
result was later strengthened to establish the equality of the constant factors of the threshold biases and
extended also for the Hamiltonicity game [10, 17].

For the triangle-building game Chvátal and Erdős resolved the issue of the threshold bias via ad-
hoc strategies, and found the above phenomenon very much not to be true. Namely the clever ad-hoc
Breaker-strategy of Chvátal and Erdős used a bias much smaller than is needed for RandomBreaker in
the random game, and won not only against a random, but also against a clever Maker. The real reason
for this and the question for other H–building games remained a mystery until its spectacular resolution
by Bednarska and  Luczak [5]. They have established a CleverBreaker strategy that won the H–building
game using a much smaller bias than what is needed in the random game and they showed that their
bias is optimal up to a constant factor. Writing

m2(H) = max
G⊂H
v(G)≥3

e(G)− 1

v(G)− 2
,

their result can be stated as follows.

Theorem 1.1 (Bednarska- Luczak). For every graph H with at least three non-isolated vertices, the
threshold bias of the H–building game is of order n1/m2(H).

To gain an intuition for the order of this threshold bias, it is worthwhile to investigate the general
lower bound on q(H), which is delivered by the uniform random strategy of Maker. Namely, if Maker
occupies a uniformly random free element of V (H) in each round and wins with non-zero probability
against a CleverBreaker playing with bias b, then clearly b ≤ q(H). It is important to note though
that in this ‘half-random’ scenario RandomMaker’s random set of size |V (H)|/(b + 1) is not anymore
uniformly random, it depends very much on CleverBreaker’s strategy. So in analyzing the largest such
b, it is not anymore relevant how sparse a uniformly random set of size |V (H)|/(b+1) is likely to contain
a hyperedge. It turns out however that the success of the uniform random strategy of Maker can be
salvaged if, for some constant ε > 0, the uniform random set of size ε|V (H)|/(b+ 1) not only is expected
to contain a hyperedge, but more resiliently, every δ–fraction of it is expected to contain a hyperedge, for
some δ < 1. In other words, if the random induced subhypergraph of H of density c/(b+ 1) is ‘globally
resilient’ to the property of being independent (for the precise definitions concerning resilience, see [23]).
Then, if RandomMaker can ensure that, despite CleverBreaker’s strategy, he actually occupies at least
a δ–fraction of some uniform random subset of that size, he wins. Bednarska and  Luczak [5] managed
to implement this plan and couple it with an appropriate Breaker strategy.

The study of the smallest possible such resilience constant δ in various random hypergraphs was a
driving force of research in discrete probability in the past three decades. Eventually it has lead to
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the determination of the smallest possible constant in many natural scenarios [8, 21]. In particular it
is known in many cases what is the order of the smallest random set size for which the corresponding
resilience constant is less than 1 (a much easier task). This included the e(H)–uniform hypergraph
Bn(H) on E(Kn) where the hypergedges correspond to the copies of a fixed graph H in Kn; this is the
setup of the Bednarska- Luczak result.

Building on their ideas, we extend the results of Bednarska and  Luczak to a whole range of other
hypergraphs. All our results will follow from two general winning criteria, one for Maker and one for
Breaker, which apply for hypergraphs possessing some form of ‘container-type’ regularity conditions,
that properly separate the maximum degree of `–element vertex sets from the average degree. These
hypergraphs in particular include the ones corresponding to Beck’s van der Waerden games. More
generally, we also obtain tight results for a much broader class of games we call Rado games, in which
Maker’s goal is to occupy a solution to an arbitrary given linear system of equations. Finally we also
extend the tight results of Bednarska and  Luczak [5] to hypergraph-building games for arbitrary fixed
uniformity.

It is worthwhile to note that the analogous extension from graphs to hypergraphs represented a
significant jump in difficulty for the analogous sparse random problems [8, 21], while here we obtain it
for a wider classes of hypergraphs, using a deterministic Breaker strategy. Furthermore, the container
method, so effective there, only provides a Maker winning strategy with a log–factor below the optimal
bias.

In the remainder of this introduction, we will first give a formal statement of our two winning criteria.
This will be followed by the statement of our results about Rado games – the generalization of Beck’s van
der Waerden games for linear systems. Lastly, we will describe our results regarding hypergraph-building
games.

1.1 General Winning Criteria

In order to simplify notation we often identify the hypergraph H with its edge set E(H). We denote
the number of vertices of a hypergraph H by v(H), the number of edges by e(H) and its density by
d(H) = e(H)/v(H). Given a subset S ⊆ V (H) of vertices, let deg(S) = |{e ∈ H : S ⊂ e}|. For any
integer ` ∈ N the maximum `–degree is given by ∆`(H) = max{deg(S) : S ⊆ V (H), |S| = `}. Note that
if H is k–uniform for some integer k ∈ N, then ∆k(H) = 1 and ∆`(H) = 0 for all integers ` > k.

Given some sequence of hypergraphs H = (Hn)n∈N, the first statement now gives a criterion for a
lower bound of the threshold biases of G(Hn; q).

Theorem 1.2. For every k ≥ 2 the following holds. If H = (Hn)n∈N is a sequence of k–uniform
hypergraphs that satisfies

(M1) ∆1(Hn) = O
(
d(Hn)

)
, (M2) ∆2(Hn) = o

(
d(Hn)

)
and (M3) d(Hn) = o

(
v(Hn)k−1

)
then the threshold biases of the games played on Hn satisfy

q(Hn) = Ω

(
min

2≤`≤k

(
d(H)

∆`(H)

) 1
`−1

)
.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on a random strategy for Maker and will be given in Section 2.
The second statement gives a criterion for an upper bound of the threshold biases of G(Hn; q).

Theorem 1.3. For every k ≥ 2 the following holds. If H = (Hn)n∈N is a sequence of k–uniform
hypergraphs such that v(Hn)→∞ and there exists an ε > 0 so that for every 2 ≤ ` ≤ k − 1 we have

∆`(Hn)
1

k−` v(Hn)ε = O
(
∆1(Hn)

1
k−1
)

then the threshold biases of the games played on Hn satisfy

q(Hn) = O
(

∆1(Hn)
1

k−1

)
.
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The proof will be given in Section 3 and constructs an explicit winning strategy for Breaker through
multiple applications of the biased Erdős-Selfridge Criterion of Beck together with a bias-doubling strat-
egy that mimics a common alteration approach of the probabilistic method.

A joint statement that determines the exact order of the threshold bias for a wide class of games will
be stated as a remark in the last section. The approach used both for the proof of Maker’s criterion,
as well as to devise Breaker’s optimal strategy and prove its validity, will follow the general lines of the
proofs from [5].

1.2 Rado Games

Arithmetic progressions of length k (or k–AP for short) can be described as the non-trivial solutions of
the linear homogenous equation system of k − 2 equations and k variables

1 −2 1
1 −2 1

...
1 −2 1

 · xT = 0T .

In our paper we treat positional games corresponding to an arbitrary integer matrix A. The game is
played on the set [n] and Maker’s goal is to occupy a solution to A · xT = bT for some given vector
b ∈ Zr. We call these games Rado games, motivated by the classic result of Rado in Ramsey Theory [12].
This notion extends van der Waerden games introduced by Beck [2].

In the context of Rado’s Theorem, combinatorial research focused mostly on proper solutions to the
homogeneous case, that is solutions with pairwise distinct entries and b = 0. We state our results in
the case when occupying a proper solution is required for Maker to win. The effect that solutions with
repeated components of solutions have on the game will be discussed in Subsection 4.3.

For an integer-valued matrix A ∈ Zr×m and integer-valued vector b ∈ Zr, we denote by

S(A,b) = {x ∈ Zm : A · xT = bT }

the set of all integer solutions and let

S0(A,b) = {x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(A,b) : xi 6= xj for i 6= j}

denote the set of all proper integer solutions. The m–uniform hypergraph of the game that accepts only
proper solutions from [n] is denoted by

S0(A,b, n) =
{
{x1, . . . , xm} : (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m

}
.

Next, we give the definition of some basic properties which largely determine the behaviour of the
game. For Q ⊆ [m], we denote by AQ the matrix obtained from A by keeping only the columns indexed
by Q. By convention, A∅ is the empty matrix of rank 0. We then say that a matrix A ∈ Zr×m is

(i) positive if S(A,0) ∩ Nm 6= ∅, that is, there are solutions whose entries lie in the positive integers,

(ii) abundant if rk(A) > 0 and rk(AQ) = rk(A) for all Q ⊆ [m] satisfying |Q| ≥ m − 2, that is, A has
rank strictly greater than 0 and every submatrix obtained from A by deleting at most two columns
must be of the same rank as A.

The importance of the first notion is easy to justify: if the homogeneous solution space is disjoint
from the positive quadrant in which we are playing, then either it is contained in a subspace or the
(inhomogeneous) game hypergraph will contain at most a finitely bounded number of winning sets for all
n. In the former case there must exist at least one i ∈ [m] such that xi = bi for any x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈
S(A,b). The game would therefore be massively determined by which player occupies the point(s) bi: if
there exist several distinct such bi, then Breaker can occupy at least one of them in his first round and
hence win the game. If there exists just one such value, Maker occupies it with his first move and the
game is reduced to a lower-dimensional one. In the later case, where the game hypergraph contains only
a finitely bounded number of winning set, the bias threshold would simply be bounded by some positive
constant.
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The second definition might initially be somewhat obscure, but we will see that it is of great impor-
tance. On the one hand we will show that if a positive matrix is also abundant, then for any vector
b ∈ A(Zr) the system A · xT = bT has many proper positive solutions, and hence the corresponding
positional game is interesting. On the other hand non-abundant systems turn out to be ‘degenerate’ in
some sense and in particular, Breaker wins the game with a bias of at most 2.

For readers familiar with the notion of partition and density regular (or invariant) matrices in the
homogeneous setting, note that they are trivially positive. See [22] for an easy proof that they are also
abundant..

Next, in order to state our main theorem for Rado games, we define a parameter for abundant
matrices. (The same parameter was introduced earlier by Rödl and Ruciński [18] for partition regular

matrices.) Let rQ = rk(A) − rk(AQ) for any set of column indices Q ⊆ [m] where we set rk(A∅) = 0.
The maximum 1–density of an abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m is defined as

m1(A) = max
Q⊆[m]
2≤|Q|

|Q| − 1

|Q| − rQ − 1
.

We will later show in Lemma 4.4 that this parameter is indeed well-defined, that is |Q| − rQ − 1 > 0 for
all Q ⊆ [m] satisfying |Q| ≥ 2 if A is abundant. Note that this parameter has some clear parallels to
the 2–density of a graph. For more details on the connections to their result and others in the area of
random sets and graphs, we refer to the remarks given in Subsection 6.4.

We refer to the biased Maker-Breaker game played on the hypergraph S0(A,b, n) as the Maker-
Breaker (A, b)–game on [n]. Our main result regarding Rado games states the asymptotic behaviour of
the threshold bias of these games when A is abundant.

Theorem 1.4. For every positive and abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr such that S(A, b) 6=
∅, the threshold bias of the Maker-Breaker (A, b)–game on [n] satisfies q(S0(A, b, n)) = Θ

(
n1/m1(A)

)
.

Let us also state a proposition regarding those positive matrices not covered by the previous result.
This will be much easier to prove than the result of Theorem 1.4 and one can see that the simple structure
of non-abundant matrices strongly favours Breaker compared to the abundant case.

Proposition 1.5. For positive but non-abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr, the threshold
bias of the Maker-Breaker (A, b)–game on [n] satisfies q(S0(A, b, n)) ≤ 2.

1.3 Hypergraph G–Games

Given some graph G on at least 3 non-isolated vertices, one defines its 2–density as

m2(G) = max
F⊆G
v(F )≥3

e(F )− 1

v(F )− 2
.

As previously mentioned, Bednarska and  Luczak [5] showed that the threshold bias in the Maker-Breaker
game played on the edge set of Kn where Maker tries to occupy a copy of G satisfies q(Bn(G)) =
Θ(n1/m2(G)) where Bn(G) denotes the e(G)–uniform hypergraph of all copies of G in Kn.

We consider the following generalization. Given some r–uniform hypergraph G on at least r + 1
non-isolated vertices, we define the r–density of G to be

mr(G) = max
F⊆G

v(F)≥r+1

e(F)− 1

v(F)− r
.

Note that this is an obvious generalization of the 2–density of a graph. Furthermore, we call G strictly
r–balanced, if mr(G) > (e(F)− 1)/(v(F)− r) for every subhypergraph F of G on at least r + 1 vertices.

Let Bn(G) denote the |G|–uniform hypergraph of all copies of G in the complete r–uniform hypergraph

K(r)
n . Using the general winning criteria for Maker and Breaker, we generalize the result of Bednarska

and  Luczak to the Maker-Breaker G–game on K(r)
n , that is the game in which Maker tries to occupy a

copy of G in K(r)
n .
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Theorem 1.6. For any integer r ≥ 2 the following holds. If G is an r–uniform hypergraph on at

least r + 1 non-isolated vertices, then the threshold bias of the Maker-Breaker G–game on K(r)
n satisfies

q(H(G, n)) = Θ
(
n1/mr(G)

)
.

Outline. In the remainder of this paper we will first formulate a stronger combinatorial version of
Theorem 1.2, the general criterion for Maker, and then provide a proof based on a probabilistic result
of Janson,  Luczak and Ruciński in Section 2. This will be followed by a combinatorial formulation of
Theorem 1.3, the general criterion for Breaker, which will be proven through a combination of several
smaller strategies aimed at avoiding clustering of solutions in Section 3. Subsequently we will prove the
two applications Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6, our generalization of Beck’s van der Waerden games
as well as the fixed hypergraph games, through applications of the two general criteria in Sections 4
and 5 respectively. Section 4 will also include several common minor results regarding the counting
of solutions as well as the proof to Proposition 1.5 and a discussion of the effect that solutions with
repeated components of solutions have on the game. Lastly, Section 6 will contain some remarks and
open questions as well as a reflection on the strong connection between these results and some well-known
recent probabilistic statements in extremal combinatorics.

2 Proof of Theorem 1.2 – Maker’s Strategy

We start by stating a strengthening of Theorem 1.2 that we will actually prove. In order to do so, we
introduce the function

f(H) = min
2≤`≤k

(
d(H)

∆`(H)

) 1
`−1

for any given k–uniform hypergraph H and note that 1/f(H) = max2≤`≤k (∆`(H)/d(H))
1/(`−1)

. The
combinatorial winning criterion for Maker now can be stated as follows. We will see how to derive
Theorem 1.2 from it immediately afterwards.

Theorem 2.1 (Maker Win Criterion). For every k ≥ 2 and every positive c1 ≥ k there exists c =
c(k, c1) > 0 and c̄ = c̄(k, c1) > 0 such that the following holds. If H is a k–uniform hypergraph satisfying

(Mi) ∆1(H) ≤ c1 d(H) , (Mii) f(H) > 1, (Miii)
v(H)

f(H)

(
1− 1

f(H)

)
≥ c̄

then Maker has a winning strategy in G(H; q) provided

q ≤ c f(H)− 1. (1)

We start by proving that Theorem 1.2 is a consequence of this result.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 2.1. We see that (M1) immediately implies Condition (Mi) for n
large enough. Now (M2) implies d(Hn) /∆2(Hn) → ∞. As ∆`(Hn) ≤ ∆2(Hn) for 3 ≤ ` ≤ k this
gives us f(Hn) → ∞, implying Condition (Mii) for n large enough. As f(Hn) → ∞ we also know that
1− 1/f(Hn)→ 1. Now by definition of f we have v(Hn)/f(Hn) ≥ v(Hn)/d(Hn)1/(k−1) which by (M3)
goes to infinity. This gives us Condition (Miii) for n large enough and the desired result follows.

The following notion plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and is a natural generalization
of the notion that a set is (δ, k)–Szeméredi as defined by Conlon and Gowers [8].

Definition 2.2 (δ–stable). Let F be a hypergraph and 0 < δ < 1. We say that a subset T ⊆ V (F) of
the vertices is δ-stable if every subset of S ⊆ T of size |S| ≥ δ|T | contains an edge of F .

Equivalently, T is called δ–stable, if the subhypergraph of F induced by T has independence number
less than δ |T |.

Maker’s strategy will consist of picking (but not necessarily occupying) elements uniformly at random
from among all elements he has not previously picked. With this rule it is guaranteed that the set of
elements Maker picks is uniformly random. Then, if possible, Maker occupies that picked element in
the game, otherwise he occupies an arbitrary free element. We will prove that with positive probability
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Maker wins using this strategy by showing that a δ–fraction of the elements Maker picked he was also
able to occupy. If we ensure that the set of vertices occupied by Maker is δ–stable, it then follows that
Maker’s set of vertices contain an edge with positive probability.

Given some finite set S and 0 < p < 1 we will use the notation Sp to refer to the binomial random
set that is obtained by picking each element of S independently with probability p. For any given subset
T ⊂ S we therefore have P(Sp = T ) = p|T |(1 − p)|S|−|T |. On the other hand, given 0 ≤ M ≤ n the
uniform random set SM is obtained by assigning each subset T ⊂ S of size |T | = M the same probability
P(SM = T ) = 1/

(
n
M

)
.

The key ingredient to prove the existence of a winning strategy for Maker is the following statement
that says that for H as in Theorem 2.1, V (H)M is δ–stable for suitable M and δ.

Theorem 2.3. For every k ≥ 2 and for every constant c1 ≥ k there exist constants δ = δ(k, c1) < 1 and
c̃ = c̃(k, c1) > 0 such that the following holds. If H is a k–uniform hypergraph satisfying

(Mi) ∆1(H) ≤ c1 d(H) , (Mii) f(H) > 1, (Miii)
v(H)

f(H)

(
1− 1

f(H)

)
≥ c̃

then

P (V (H)M is not δ-stable) < 3 exp

(
−M 1

c1 2k+2

)
,

for every M ≥ 2 bv(H)/f(H)c.

We start by showing how to deduce Theorem 2.1 assuming the statement of Theorem 2.3. The proof
of Theorem 2.3 will be given immediately afterwards.

2.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 2.3

Fix an arbitrary strategy SB for Breaker. Maker will play according to the following random strategy:
in each round he picks an element uniformly at random from among all elements of V (H) that he has
not previously picked. If this element was not already occupied by either Maker or Breaker, then Maker
occupies it. Otherwise he occupies an arbitrary free vertex and ‘forgets’ about it for the rest of the game,
i.e. he doesn’t consider it as picked and can potentially pick it at a later point. Note the subtle difference
between picking and occupying a vertex: occupying is the act of actually choosing a vertex in the process
of the game and picking can, depending on whether the vertex was already occupied by either player,
be merely in the mind of Maker. We label an element picked by Maker as a failure, if that element was
already occupied by Breaker. We will show that this random strategy succeeds with positive probability
against SB , implying that SB is not a winning strategy. Since SB was arbitrary, this shows that Maker
must have a winning strategy.
Let δ = δ(k, c1) < 1 be chosen according to Theorem 2.3 and define c = (1− δ)/4 > 0 to be a constant.
Let q ≤ cf(H)− 1 and consider the first

M = 2

⌊
v(H)

f(H)

⌋
≤ 1− δ

2

v(H)

q + 1
(2)

rounds of the game. We may consider the set of elements that Maker picked in these M rounds as the
uniform random set V (H)M . Note that some of his elements may be failures. We will now upper bound
the probability that Maker’s i–th move, which we refer to as mi, was a failure. Clearly this probability
is upper bounded by the probability that his M–th move is a failure since in every round the number
of potential failures does not decrease and the number of vertices Maker picks from strictly decreases.
Note that in the first M − 1 rounds, Maker picked exactly M − 1 vertices. So, in round M , there are
v(H)−M + 1 available vertices to pick from. The potential failures are among the vertices occupied by
Breaker and hence their number is at most q (M − 1). Using (2) it follows for every i ∈ [M ] that

P (mi a failure) ≤ P (mM a failure) ≤ q (M − 1)

v(H)− (M − 1)
≤ q M

v(H)−M
≤ 1− δ

2
.

The probability that Maker has more than (1− δ)M failures is now at most the probability that among
M independent Bernoulli trials with failure probability (1−δ)/2 there exist more than (1−δ)M failures,
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which is less than 1/2 by Markov’s inequality. In other words, with probability at least 1/2, at least δM
elements picked by Maker are not failures.

By Theorem 2.3 we have P (V (H)M is not δ-stable) < 3 exp
(
−M(c1 2k+2)−1

)
. Now setting c̄ to be

the maximum of c12k+1(log(3) + log(4)) + 1 and the according value of c̃ in Theorem 2.3, and using that
f(H) ≤ c̄−1v(H) by Condition (Miii), one can verify that the probability that the uniform random set
V (H)M is not δ–stable is at most 1/4. Consequently, with probability at least 1/4, the vertices occupied
by Maker (of which there are at least δM) contain an edge of H. �

2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3

The heart of the proof of Theorem 2.3 is the following statement due to Janson,  Luczak and Ruciński
[14]. We use here the version stated in Theorem 2.18, (ii) in [15].

Theorem 2.4 (Janson- Luczak-Ruciński [14]). Let S be a set and let 0 < p < 1. For a set T ⊆ S denote
by 1T the indicator random variable for the event that T ⊆ Sp. Let S ⊂ P(S) be a family of subsets of
S and let X =

∑
T∈S

1T . Then

P (X = 0) ≤ exp

(
− E(X)

2∑
(T,T ′)∈S2

T∩T ′ 6=∅

E(1T1T ′)

)
.

We want to apply Theorem 2.4 with S = V (H), S = E(H) and p = 1/f(H). Note that p < 1 due
to Condition (Mii). For X =

∑
e∈H 1e we have, by linearity of expectation, that E(X) = e(H) pk. Note

that E(1e1e′) = p2k−|e∩e′| for e, e′ ∈ H and therefore∑
(e,e′)∈H2

e∩e′ 6=∅

E(1e1e′) =
∑
e∈H

∑
∅6=T⊆e

∑
e′∈H
e∩e′=T

p2k−|T | ≤
∑
e∈H

∑
∅6=T⊆e

deg(T ) p2k−|T |

≤ e(H)
(
2k − 1

)
max

∅6=T⊆V (H)

(
deg(T ) p2k−|T |

)
≤ 2k e(H) max

1≤`≤k

(
∆`(H) p2k−`)

= 2k e(H) p2k−1 max

(
max

2≤`≤k

(
∆`(H)

p`−1

)
, ∆1(H)

)
= 2k

E(X)2

p v(H) d(H)
max

(
max

2≤`≤k

(
∆`(H)

p`−1

)
, ∆1(H)

)
.

Using Condition (Mi) we now get

∑
(e,e′)∈H2

e∩e′ 6=∅

E(1e1e′) ≤ 2k
E(X)

2

p v(H)
max

(
max

2≤`≤k

(
∆`(H)

d(H) p`−1

)
, c1

)

≤ 2k
E(X)

2

p v(H)
max

(
max

2≤`≤k

(
1

(f(H) p)
`−1

)
, c1

)
= c1 2k

E(X)
2

p v(H)
.

where the last inequality follows from the definition of f(H) and the last equality follows from the fact
that f(H) p = 1 and c1 ≥ k. Now, using the estimate from Theorem 2.4, we get

P (V (H)p contains no edge of H) = P (X = 0) ≤ exp(−c′ v(H) p) (3)

where c′ = 1/(c1 2k). The following lemma will now allow us to bound the probability of a uniform
random set fulfilling our desired property by the probability that a corresponding binomial random set
fulfils it. A proof can be found in the Appendix.

Lemma 2.5. Let X ∼ B(n, p) and let P be a monotone decreasing family of subsets of [n].Then there
exists a constant C > 0 such that if

√
np(1− p) > C, then P

(
[n]bnpc ∈ P

)
≤ 3P ([n]p ∈ P).
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Since the property of ‘not containing an edge of H’ is monotone decreasing, we can choose c̃ such
that we can apply Lemma 2.5 to restate (3) for the uniform random set model as follows:

P (V (H)M̄ contains no edge of H) ≤ 3P
(
V (H)p contains no edge of H) ≤ 3 exp(−c′M̄

)
(4)

for any M̄ ≥ bv(H)/f(H)c.
We are now ready to finish the proof. Let M ≥ 2 bv(H)/f(H)c and let δ = δ(k, c1) ∈ (1/2, 1) be such

that (1− δ)(1− ln(1− δ)) < c′/4. To see that this is indeed possible, note that for x ∈ (0, 1) the function
g(x) = (1− x)(1− ln(1− x)) satisfies g(x)→ 0 as x→ 1. Consider pairs (T, T ′) where T ⊂ V (H) with
|T | = M and T ′ ⊆ T is such that |T ′| = δM and T ′ does not contain an edge of H. Using Inequality (4)
with δM > bv(H)/f(H)c, we can estimate the number of choices for a set T ′ of size δM that contains
no edge of H by

3 exp(−c′δM)

(
v(H)

δM

)
≤ 3 exp

(
− c′M

2

)(v(H)

δM

)
.

Hence, we can upper bound the number of pairs (T, T ′) as described above by

3 exp
(
− c′M

2

)(v(H)

δM

)(
v(H)− δM
(1− δ)M

)
= 3 exp

(
− c′M

2

)( M

(1− δ)M

)(
v(H)

M

)
.

We can therefore upper bound the number of choices for a set T of size M containing a subset of size
δM that does not contain an edge of H by

3 exp
(
− c′M

2

)( M

(1− δ)M

)(
v(H)

M

)
≤ 3 exp (M(−c′/2 + (1− δ)(1− ln(1− δ))))

(
v(H)

M

)
.

Hence we get

P (V (H)M is not δ-stable ) ≤ 3 exp (M(−c′/2 + (1− δ)(1− ln(1− δ)))) ≤ 3 exp

(
−M c′

4

)
where the last inequality follows by choice of δ = δ(k, c1). �

3 Proof of Theorem 1.3 – Breaker’s Strategy

We will derive Theorem 1.3 from the following stronger combinatorial statement.

Theorem 3.1 (Breaker Win Criterion). For every k ≥ 2 and t > (2k)k the following holds. If H is a
k–uniform hypergraph, then Breaker has a winning strategy in G(H; q) provided that

q > 4 max

((
(2 v(H))1/t ∆1(H) ke

) 1
k−1

, 2k2t3

(
max

2≤`≤k−1

(
∆`(H)

(
(tk)tk kt v(H)2

) k

t1/k

) 1
k−`

+ 2

))
.

Note that e above denotes the base of the natural logarithm and should not be confused with the
number of edges. We start by giving a proof of Theorem 1.3 using Theorem 3.1. Then we define the
necessary concepts for the remainder of the section. Following this we present the two main strategies
for Breaker and prove their correctness. Finally we prove Theorem 3.1 using these ingredients.

Proof of Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 3.1. Let k ≥ 2 and ε > 0 be given and set t = log v(H). Assume
that v(H) is large enough such that log v(H) > (2k)k. Using e = v(H)1/ log v(H) it is straightforward to
check that (

(2n)1/t∆1(H) ke
) 1

k−1 ≤ C ′1 ∆1(H)
1

k−1

for some constant C ′1 = C ′1(k) > 0. Similarly for v(H) sufficiently large we can upper bound the term

2k2t3

(
max

2≤`≤k−1

(
2k ∆`(H)

(
v(H)2 (tk)tk

) k

t1/k

) 1
k−`

+ 2

)
≤ C ′2 v(H)

C′3
log log v(H)

log1/k v(H) max
2≤`≤k−1

(∆`(H))
1

k−`

9



for some constants C ′2 = C ′2(k) > 0 and C ′3 = C ′3(k) > 0. Note that log log v(H)/ log1/k v(H) → 0 and

so for v(H) large enough this will be at most v(H)ε max2≤`≤k−1

(
∆`(H)

1
k−`

)
. Choose C1 = C1(k) ≥

max(C ′1, C
′
2, 4) and v0 = v0(k) large enough, giving us the statement that Breaker has a winning strategy

if

q ≥ C1 max

(
∆1(H)

1
k−1 , max

2≤`≤k−1

(
∆`(H)

1
k−`

)
v(H)ε

)
. (5)

From this, the desired statement of Theorem 1.3 immediately follows.

3.1 Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 3.1

One of the most important results in the area of positional games is the Erdős-Selfridge Theorem [9],
the biased version of which is due to Beck [3]. It ensures that Breaker can do at least as well as the
expected outcome when both players act randomly. We will use the following consequence of it heavily
in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.2 (Biased Erdős-Selfridge Theorem [3]). For every hypergraph H and integer q ≥ 1 the
following holds. If Breaker plays as the second player, he can keep Maker from covering more than

(q + 1)
∑
H∈H

(
1

q + 1

)|H|
(6)

winning sets in G(H; q). If he plays as the first player, then one can omit the first (q + 1) factor.

We will also need the following simple yet powerful remark.

Remark 3.3. If Breaker has a winning strategy for some positional game G(H; q) where he is allowed
to make at most q moves each round, then he also wins if he has to make exactly q moves each round. It
follows that if he has a winning strategy for some game G(H1; q1) and a winning strategy for another game
G(H2; q2), then he can combine these two strategies to define a winning strategy in G(H1 ∪H2; q1 + q2).

This remark will be used extensively throughout the proof. Furthermore, we will need the following
definitions, which are based on those developed in [5].

Definition 3.4 (Set-Theoretic definitions). Given some hypergraph H, we define the following:

– a t–cluster is any family of distinct edges {H1, . . . ,Ht} ⊂ H satisfying |
⋂t
i=1Hi| ≥ 2,

– an almost complete solution (H◦, h) is a tuple consisting of a set H◦ ⊆ V (H) as well as an element
h /∈ H◦ so that H = H◦ ∪ {h} is an edge in H,

– a t–fan is a family of distinct almost complete solutions {(H◦1 , h1), . . . , (H◦t , ht)} in H satisfying
|
⋂t
i=1H

◦
i | ≥ 1 and it is called simple if |H◦i ∩H◦j | = 1 for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t,

– a t–flower is a t–fan satisfying |
⋂t
i=1H

◦
i | ≥ 2.

For each t–fan in H we call the hi the open elements, the H◦i the major parts and the elements of the
intersection

⋂t
i=1H

◦
i the common elements.

Definition 3.5 (Game-Theoretic Definitions). At any given point in a positional game on a given
hypergraph H, we call an almost complete solution (H◦, h) dangerous if all elements of H◦ have been
picked by Maker and h has not yet been picked by either player. A fan or flower is dangerous if their
respective almost complete solutions are.

Observe that for a dangerous t–fan or t–flower we must have hi /∈ H◦j for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t. In the
following we will always assume that Breaker plays as second player. We say that a player occupies a
given t–fan or t–flower (H◦1 , h1), . . . , (H◦t , ht) if his selection of vertices contains

⋃t
i=1H

◦
i . Similarly a

player occupies a t–cluster H1, . . . ,Ht if his selection of vertices contains
⋃t
i=1Hi.
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3.2 Two important strategies for Breaker

The following two lemmata give us strategies that we will use to construct a larger strategy in the proof
of Theorem 3.1. Note that in the statement of the lemma we do not care about which player covers the
open elements of a fan.

Lemma 3.6. For every integer k ≥ 2 and t ≥ 1 the following holds. If H is a k–uniform hypergraph,

then Breaker with a bias of q >
(
(2 v(H))1/t ∆1(H) ke

)1/(k−1)
has a strategy that prevents Maker from

occupying 1/2
(
q
t

)
simple t–fans in the game G(H; q).

Proof. Let F =
{⋃t

i=1H
◦
i | {(H◦1 , h1), . . . , (H◦t , ht)} simple t-fan in H

}
be the hypergraph of all simple

t–fans in H. We want to apply Theorem 3.2, so we estimate

(q + 1)
∑
F∈F

(
1

q + 1

)|F |
≤ (q + 1)

(
v(H)

∆1(H)t (k − 1)t

t!

)(
1

q + 1

)t(k−2)+1

.

This inequality holds because there are v(H) ways to fix the common element of a simple t–fan, ∆1(H)t

is an upper bound on the number of t–tuples of edges containing the fixed common element and there
are (k − 1)t ways of fixing the corresponding open elements. Note that an open element is never a
common element by definition. Furthermore, t! takes care of the symmetry and each simple t–fan is of
size t(k − 2) + 1. We therefore get

(q + 1)
∑
F∈F

(
1

q + 1

)|F |
≤ v(H)

(
∆1(H) ke

t qk−2

)t
= v(H)

(
∆1(H) ke

qk−1

)t (q
t

)t
< v(H)

1

2 v(H)

(q
t

)t
≤ 1

2

(
q

t

)
.

The claim now follows by applying Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 3.7. For every integer k ≥ 2 and t > (2k)k the following holds. If H is a k–uniform hypergraph,
then Breaker with a bias of

q > max
2≤`≤k−1

(
∆`(H) ((tk)tk kt v(H)2)

k

t1/k

) 1
k−`

(7)

has a strategy that prevents dangerous t(q + 1)–flowers in G(H; q)

Proof. Let F =
{⋃t

i=1Hi | {H1, . . . ,Ht} t-cluster in H
}

be the hypergraph of all t–clusters in H. First

we will show that Breaker can prevent t–clusters. Given some t–clusterH1, . . . ,Ht let `i =
∣∣Hi ∩

⋃i−1
j=1Hj

∣∣
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ t. We call (2, `2, . . . , `t) its intersection characteristic and observe that 2 ≤ `i ≤ k for
2 ≤ i ≤ t. We will set `1 = 2 for notational convenience. For any ` = (`1, . . . , `t) ∈ {2} × [2, k]t−1 let
F(`) denote the set of edges in F which come from some t–cluster with the intersection characteristic `
and observe that it is v(`)–uniform where

v(`) = 2 +

t∑
i=1

(k − `i) = k +

t∑
i=2

(k − `i). (8)

This follows since given any cluster H1, . . . ,Ht with intersection characteristic ` we have |
⋃t
i=1Hi| =

v(`). There is the trivial upper bound v(`) ≤ tk for all ` ∈ {2} × [2, k]t−1. Let L = {` : F(`) 6= ∅} ⊆
{2} × [2, k]t−1 be the set of all intersection characteristics that actually occur in H. Now for any ` ∈ L
we trivially have t ≤

(
v(`)−2
k−2

)
which we restate as the lower bound

v(`) ≥ t1/k for all ` ∈ L. (9)

Now for ` = (`1, . . . , `t) ∈ L observe that

|F(`)| ≤
(
v(H)

2

)
∆2(H)

t∏
i=2

(
k +

∑i−1
j=2(k − `i)− 2

`i − 2

)
∆`i(H)
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≤
(
v(H)

2

) (
v(`)− 2

k − 2

)t−1

∆2(H)

t∏
i=2

∆`i(H) ≤ v(H)2 (tk)tk
t∏
i=1

∆`i(H).

Here, the first inequality is justified by observing that there are
(
v(H)

2

)
ways to fix two common elements

and at most ∆2(H) ways to choose the first edge H1 of a t–cluster. The product counts ways to add the
i–th additional edge Hi for 2 ≤ i ≤ t by first fixing the intersection with the already established parts⋃i−1
j=1Hj and then adding one of the at most ∆`i possible ways of picking Hi. The second inequality

follows since by assumption t > (2k)k so that (9) gives us v(`) ≥ 2k from which it follows that for all
2 ≤ i ≤ t we have (

k +
∑i−1
j=2(k − `i)− 2

`i − 2

)
≤
(
v(`)− 2

k − 2

)
.

We now want to apply Theorem 3.2, so we estimate

(q + 1)
∑
F∈F

(
1

q + 1

)|F |
≤ (q + 1)

∑
`2∈[2,k]

· · ·
∑

`t∈[2,k]

|F(`)|
(

1

q + 1

)v(`)

≤ (tk)tk v(H)2 (q + 1)
∑
`∈L

t∏
i=1

∆`i(H)

(
1

q + 1

)v(`)

.

where we have just inserted the previously stated upper bound on |F(`)|. We now split up the factor

(1/(q + 1))
v(`)

using (8) to obtain

(q + 1)
∑
F∈F

(
1

q + 1

)|F |
≤ (tk)tk v(H)2 1

q + 1

∑
`∈L

t∏
i=1

(
∆`i(H)

(
1

q + 1

)k−`i)
.

Note that we have ∆`(H) (1/(q + 1))
k−`

= 1 for ` = k and ∆`(H) (1/(q + 1))
k−`

< 1 for 2 ≤ ` < k due
to the lower bound on q. Furthermore, since ` ∈ L is the intersection characteristic of a t–cluster in H,
the number of indices 1 ≤ i ≤ t for which `i < k must be at least dv(`)/ke ≥

⌈
t1/k/k

⌉
. Now, due to (7)

it follows that

(q + 1)
∑
F∈F

(
1

q + 1

)|F |
≤ (tk)tk v(H)2 kt

(
max

2≤`≤k−1
∆`(H)

(
1

q

)k−`) t1/k

k

< 1.

It follows, by applying Theorem 3.2, that using a bias of q, Breaker has a strategy to keep Maker from
fully covering any t–cluster. Following this strategy, it is easy to see that Breaker will also keep Maker
from creating a dangerous t(q+ 1)–flower at any point in the game. To see this, suppose that this is not
the case and that Maker succeeds in creating such a dangerous flower. By repeatedly claiming the open
element of this dangerous flower which has not yet been claimed and is the open element of the most
almost complete solutions in the flower, Maker would be able to cover a t–cluster, as t(q+ 1)/(q+ 1) = t,
which is a contradiction.

3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1

In order to join the previous two strategies together, we will need the following simple auxiliary statement.
We include its simple proof for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 3.8. For every q ≥ 2 and t ≥ 2 the following holds: If F is a graph on q vertices with
e(F ) < q2/2t2 then F has at least 1/2

(
q
t

)
independent sets of size t.

Proof. The number of subsets of V (F ) of size t that are not independent is upper bounded by

e(F )

(
q − 2

t− 2

)
≤ e(F )

(
t2

q2

)(
q

t

)
<

1

2

(
q

t

)
since e(F ) < q2/2t2.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. Let k ≥ 2 and t > (2k)k be given and let

q > 4 max

((
(2 v(H))1/t∆1(H) ke

) 1
k−1

, 2k2t3
(

max
2≤`≤k−1

(
∆`(H)((tk)tk kt v(H)2)

k

t1/k

) 1
k−`

+ 2

))
.

Breaker will play according to the following three strategies, splitting his bias as q = q/2 + q/4 + q/4.
Note that in case Breaker does not need all his moves to play according to one of the strategies, he plays
them arbitrarily, which cannot hurt him.

SB1: Using q/4 moves, he will play according to Lemma 3.6 and thus preventing Maker from occupying

1/2
(
q/4
t

)
simple t–fans.

SB2: Using q = max2≤`≤k−1

(
∆`(H)

(
(tk)tkkt v(H)2

)k/t1/k )1/(k−`)
+ 1 < q/4 moves, he will play ac-

cording to Lemma 3.7 and hence preventing dangerous t(q + 1)–flowers from appearing.

SB3: Using q/2 moves, Breaker will occupy all open elements of any dangerous almost complete solution.

First of all note that Maker can play according to SB1 and SB2 since

q/4 >
(

(2 v(H))1/t∆1(H) ke
)1/(k−1)

and q > max
2≤`≤k−1

(
2k ∆`(H)

(
v(H)2 (tk)tk

) k

t1/k

)1/(k−`)
.

We can combine these strategies due to Remark 3.3 and will now prove by induction, that after each
of Breaker’s moves there is no dangerous almost complete solution. Clearly this implies that Breaker’s
strategy is indeed a winning strategy. Initially there is obviously no dangerous almost complete solution.
So suppose the result is true in round r−1. In round r Maker claims an element (w say). Then every new
dangerous almost complete solution must contain w. Therefore they all belong to the same dangerous
fan (with common element w). In order to complete the inductive step, we have to show that the size of
this dangerous fan is not more than q/2 as Breaker can then occupy all open elements in this dangerous
fan (SB3), which completes the inductive step. Indeed, using a bias of q/2 Breaker has a strategy that
avoids dangerous q/2–fans at any point in the game.

Suppose Maker succeeds in occupying a dangerous (q/2)–fan (H◦1 , h1), . . . , (H◦q/2, hq/2). Construct
an auxiliary graph F whose vertices are the almost complete solutions of this fan and an edge between
(H◦i , hi) and (H◦j , hj) indicates that |H◦i ∩H◦j | ≥ 2 where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ q/2. Recall that using q moves
according to SB2, Breaker prevents dangerous t(q+ 1)–flowers from appearing. Therefore the maximum

degree in F is bounded by ∆(F ) ≤ (t(q+1)−2)
(
k−1

2

)
≤ t(q+1)k2 and hence e(F ) ≤ 1

2
q
2 t(q+1)k2 < 1

2
(q/2)2

t2

by choice of q. Therefore, by Lemma 3.8, F has at least 1
2

(
q/4
t

)
independent sets of size t. But that means

that Maker occupied 1
2

(
q/4
t

)
simple t–fans contradicting SB1. This establishes the claim that Breaker

has a strategy that avoids dangerous q/2–fans and finishes the proof. �

4 Proof of Theorem 1.4 – Rado Games

The goal of this section is to prove the statement in Theorem 1.4, that is to show that the threshold
bias of the Maker-Breaker (A,b)–game on [n] satisfies q(S0(A,b, n)) = Θ

(
n1/m1(A)

)
for a given positive

and abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr. We start by establishing some preliminary results
regarding linear systems of equations. We then obtain Maker’s strategy through an application of
Theorem 1.2 and Breaker’s strategy through an application of Theorem 1.3. At the end of this section,
we will also provide a proof for the easier statement regarding non-abundant matrices in Proposition 1.5
and discuss the effect that solutions with repeated components of solutions have on the game.

4.1 Preliminaries for Linear Systems

We start with a couple of simple observation. If A1, A2 ∈ Zr×m and b1,b2 ∈ Zr are such that the
solution sets are identical, that is S(A1,b1) = S(A2,b2), then the corresponding game hypergraphs are
of course also identical. Hence for any invertible matrix P ∈ Zr×r, the (A,b)–game on [n] is the same
as the (P ·A,P · b)–game on [n] for any n ∈ N. Furthermore, if A was abundant then so is P ·A. In
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particular, applying elementary row operations (multiplying a row by a non-zero constant, adding a row
to another row, switching two rows) to any matrix does not change the solution space or the underlying
game, and does not make an abundant matrix non-abundant.

We will now continue by giving two basic bounds for the number of proper solutions. Given any
matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr, we remark that we have the upper bound∣∣S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m

∣∣ ≤ ∣∣S(A,b) ∩ [n]m
∣∣ ≤ nm−rk(A). (10)

Indeed, taking a subset Q ⊆ [m] of the column indices with rk(A) = |Q| = rk(AQ) and setting the
m− rk(A) entries in Q of a solution x ∈ S(A, 0) arbitrarily, the entries in Q are determined uniquely.

The following lemma, the proof of which is based on a construction by Janson and Ruciński [16],
establishes that (10) is tight up to a constant factor.

Lemma 4.1. For every positive and abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr such that S(A, b) 6= ∅
there exist constants c0 = c0(A, b) > 0 and n0 = n0(A, b) ∈ N such that for every n ≥ n0

|S0(A, b) ∩ [n]m| ≥ c0 nm−rk(A).

Proof. We need to construct many proper positive solutions to A · x = b. First we prove that there
exists at least one to the homogenous system. Since A is positive, we can take a positive solution
x∗ = (x∗1, . . . , x

∗
m) ∈ S(A,0) ∩ Nm that has the minimum number of pairs of equal entries. We claim

that x∗ is proper.
Assume to the contrary that there are two column indices (say 1 and 2), such that the corresponding

entries of x∗ are equal, that is x∗1 = x∗2. If there was a solution y ∈ S(A,0) ∩ Nm with y1 6= y2, then
consider a solution

w = x∗ + αy ∈ S(A,0) ∩ Nm,

where α ∈ N \ {(x∗r − x∗s)/(ys − yr) : 1 ≤ r, s ≤ m, ys 6= yr} is chosen arbitrarily. By the definition of α,
for all r, s with x∗r 6= x∗s we also have wr 6= ws, furthermore w1 6= w2. Consequently w has less pairs of
equal entries than x∗, contradicting the choice of x∗.

If x∗ is not proper, then for every positive solution y ∈ S(A,0) ∩ Nm we must have y1 = y2. This
implies that the vector (1,−1, 0, . . . , 0) is orthogonal to every vector in S(A,0), so it is a (rational) linear
combination of the rows of A. Consequently some row in A can be replaced by a row (c,−c, 0, . . . , 0)
where c ∈ Z \ {0}, using elementary row operations. Such a matrix is not abundant though, since the
deletion of the first two columns reduces its rank, a contradiction.

It follows that the positive solution x∗ ∈ S0(A,0)∩Nm is proper. To construct many proper positive
solutions to A · x = b in [n], we choose a solution x̂ = (x̂1, . . . , x̂m) ∈ S(A,b) as well as m − rk(A)
linearly independent solutions x1, . . .xm−rk(A) ∈ S(A,0). Let s∗ and ŝ be the maximum absolute value
of the entries of x∗ and x̂, respectively, and s the maximum absolute value of any entry in any of the
vectors x1, . . . ,xm−rk(A). Define a(n) = bn/(s∗ + 1)c and set

S(n) =

{
x̂ + a(n) x∗ +

m−rk(A)∑
i=1

wi xi : wi ∈ Z, |wi| <
a(n)− 2ŝ

2s(m− rk(A))

}
⊆ Zm.

Since A · x̂ = b and A · x∗ = A · xi = 0, we have S(n) ⊆ S(A,b). Let x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(n) and
observe that for n large enough

xi > x̂i + a(n)x∗i − (m− rk(A)) s
a(n)− 2ŝ

2s(m− rk(A))
≥ −ŝ+ a(n)− a(n)

2
+ ŝ ≥ 1

as well as

xi < x̂i + a(n)x∗i + (m− rk(A)) s
a(n)− 2ŝ

2s(m− rk(A))
≤ ŝ+ n

s∗

s∗ + 1
+ n

1

2(s∗ + 1)
− ŝ ≤ n

for every i ∈ [m]. Consequently S(n) ⊆ [n]m for n large enough.
Now assume without loss of generality that x∗1 < · · · < x∗m. It follows that

xi < x̂i + a(n)x∗i + (m− rk(A)) s
a(n)− 2ŝ

2s(m− rk(A))
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= (x̂i − ŝ) + a(n)

(
x∗i +

1

2

)
≤ (x̂i+1 + ŝ) + a(n)

(
x∗i+1 −

1

2

)
= x̂i+1 + a(n)x∗i+1 − (m− rk(A)) s

a(n)− 2ŝ

2s(m− rk(A))
< xi+1

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, so x is proper. Therefore S(n) ⊆ S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m.
Lastly observe that since x1, . . .xm−rk(A) are linearly independent, S(n) contains

(
2

⌊
a(n)− 2ŝ

2s(m− rk(A))

⌋
+ 1

)m−rk(A)

≥

(
1/(4s∗ + 4)

s
(
m− rk(A)

) n)m−rk(A)

elements, where the lower bound holds for n large enough. It follows that for

c0 = c0(A,b) =

(
1/(4ŝ0 + 4)

s
(
m− rk(A)

))m−rk(A)

< 1

and n0 = d4 ŝ (ŝ0 + 1)e we have |S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m| ≥ c0 nm−rk(A) for all n ≥ n0.

Recall the definitions from the introduction, especially rQ = rQ(A) = rk(A) − rk(AQ) as well as
the definition of m1(A). We also introduce the additional notation that for any matrix A ∈ Zr×m and
selection of row indices R ⊆ [r], we let AR denote the matrix obtained by only keeping the rows indexed
by R. Furthermore, a matrix A is called strictly balanced if for every non-empty proper subset Q ( [m]
we have that

|Q| − 1

|Q| − rQ − 1
< m1(A). (11)

The following lemma now develops the notion of an induced submatrix originally introduced (though
not explicitly referred to as such) by Rödl and Ruciński [18] for partition regular matrices. Their proofs,
adapted for the full generality of abundant matrices and the inhomogeneous case, are included here for
completeness.

Lemma 4.2. For every matrix A ∈ Zr×m and set of column indices Q ⊆ [m] satisfying rQ > 0 there
exists an invertible matrix P ∈ Zr×r such that the submatrix

(P ·A)Q[rQ] = B(P,A,Q) = B ∈ ZrQ×|Q| (12)

is of rank rQ while the submatrix (P ·A)Q[rQ] is of rank 0. For every such P the following hold:

(i) We have rk((P ·A)Q[r]\[rQ]) = rk(A)− rQ.

(ii) If A is abundant then B is abundant.

(iii) For any vector b ∈ Zr and any solution x ∈ S(A, b) we have that xQ ∈ S(B, c), where c =
c(P,A,Q, b) = (P · b)[rQ] ∈ ZrQ . In particular, if A is positive then so is B.

(iv) For any Q′ ⊆ {1, ..., |Q|} there exists Q′′ ⊆ Q such that |Q′′| = |Q′| and rQ′′(A) = rQ′(B).

Note that, for each A and Q satisfying these properties, there can of course exist multiple P , but
for the remainder of the paper we will fix one particular such P = P (A,Q) and denote B(P,A,Q) by
B(A,Q) as well as c(P,A,Q,b) by c(A,Q,b). The following block decomposition demonstrates the
situation for Q = {1, . . . , |Q|}:

P ·A =

(
B 0
X Y

) ]
rQ
∣∣]

r − rQ
∣∣ (13)

Proof. We construct P by standard Gaussian elimination, using elementary row operations. We denote

the rows of A by a1, . . . ,ar. Among the rows aQ1 , . . . ,a
Q
r of AQ we choose rk(AQ) linearly independent

vectors and express each of the remaining r − rk(AQ) vectors as a rational linear combination of this
basis. Multiplying with the denominators we create integer linear combinations for each of these rows
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and then we perform the corresponding elementary row operations for each row in A. This turns each

entry in the Q–columns of these r − rk(AQ) rows into a 0. Hence the dimension of these rows must be

rk(A) − rk(AQ) = rQ. We identify a set of rQ linearly independent rows and permute them to the top
of the matrix, hence obtaining the promised block decomposition (13). Note that the rank of B is rQ by
construction.

To prove (i), note that rk((P ·A)Q)[r]\[rQ]) = rk((P ·A)Q) = rk(AQ) = rk(A) − rQ by the definition
of rQ.

By (i), we now have rk(A) = rk(P ·A) = rk(B) + rk(AQ), so if deleting some two columns of B
decreases its rank then deleting the same columns of P ·A decreases its rank. Hence if B is not abundant
then P ·A and consequently also A are not abundant. Thus (ii) follows.

To prove (iii), note that from (13) it follows that for any solution x ∈ S(A,b) = S(P ·A,P · b) we

have that (P · b)[rQ] = (P ·(A · x))[rQ] = (P ·A)[rQ] · x = B · xQ, since (P ·A)Q[rQ] = B and (P ·A)Q[rQ] is

the 0–matrix. Therefore xQ ∈ S(B, c). The second statement follows by noting that c(P,A,Q,b) = 0
provided that b = 0.

Lastly, for (iv), let us assume without loss of generality that the columns are permuted such that
Q = {1, . . . , |Q|} so that we may simply choose Q′′ = Q′. From (i) we know that we can choose a basis
of the vectors space generated by the rows of A that consists of rQ rows r1, . . . , rrQ from (P ·A)[rQ]

and rk(AQ) rows rrQ+1, . . . , rrk(A) from (P ·A)[r]\[rQ]. By construction the vectors rQrQ+1, . . . , r
Q
rk(A)

are linearly independent from each other, so since Q′′ ⊆ Q the vectors rQ
′′

rQ+1, . . . , r
Q′′

rk(A) are as well,

implying rk((P ·A)Q
′′

[r]\[rQ]) = rk((P ·A)Q). Note that again by construction any linear combination of the

vectors rQ
′′

1 , . . . , rQ
′′

rQ has the last |Q| entries equal to zero and hence cannot be expressed as a linear

combination of rQ
′′

rQ+1, . . . , r
Q′′

rk(A), as rQrQ+1, . . . , r
Q
rk(A) were linearly independent. It follows that we can

add rk((P ·A)Q
′′

[rQ]) = rk(BQ
′
) linearly independent vectors from rQ

′′

1 , . . . , rQ
′′

rQ to the rk((P ·A)Q) = rk(AQ)

linearly independent vectors rQ
′′

rQ+1, . . . , r
Q′′

rk(A) to form a basis of the row space of rk(AQ
′′
). This implies

that rk(AQ
′′
) = rk(AQ) + rk(BQ

′
) from which we can conclude that

rQ′′(A) = rk(A)− rk(AQ
′′
) = rQ + rk(AQ)− rk(AQ

′′
) = rk(B)− rk(BQ

′
) = rQ′(B)

as desired.

The following corollary to this lemma will allow us to handle the case of Breaker’s strategy when the
given matrix is not strictly balanced.

Corollary 4.3. If A ∈ Zr×m is positive and abundant then there exists some non-empty set of column
indices Q ⊆ [m] such that B = B(A,Q) is abundant, positive, strictly balanced and satisfies m1(B) =
m1(A). Furthermore, for c = c(A,Q, b) any subset T ⊆ N such that S0(B, c) ∩ Tm = ∅ also satisfies
S0(A, b) ∩ Tm = ∅.

Proof. Choose Q ⊆ [m] such that (|Q|−1)/(|Q|−rQ−1) = m1(A) and |Q| is minimal with this property.
By (ii) and (iii) we know that B is abundant and positive. Assume that there exists Q′ ( {1, . . . , |Q|}
such that (|Q′|−1)/(|Q′|−rQ′(B)−1) ≥ (|Q|−1)/(|Q|−rQ−1). By (iv) there must exist Q′′ ⊆ [m] with
|Q′′| = |Q′| < |Q| such that rQ′′(A) = rQ′(B). It follows that (|Q′′| − 1)/(|Q′′| − rQ′′(A)− 1) ≥ m1(A),
giving us a contradiction to our choice of Q. Finally, the last statement readily follows from (iii).

The following lemma now establishes some results regarding the rank of induced submatrices of
abundant matrices. It also verifies that the maximum 1–density parameter given in the introduction
is indeed well-defined for abundant matrices. Rödl and Ruciński [18] verified this for partition regular
matrices. Here we provide a proof for abundant matrices.

Lemma 4.4. For any abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and subset of column indices Q ⊆ [m] the following
holds. If |Q| ≥ 2 then |Q| − rQ − 1 > 0. If |Q| ≤ 2 then rQ = 0.

Proof. By the Lemma 4.2, B(A,Q) is abundant, has rank rQ and the number of its columns is |Q|. The
first statement now follows, since for any abundant matrix the number of columns must be at least two
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more than its rank. Otherwise deleting any two columns the number of columns, and hence also the
rank, would be strictly less than the old rank.

If |Q| ≤ 2 then, since A is abundant, deleting the columns in Q does not reduce the rank of A. Hence

rk(AQ) = rk(A) and therefore rQ = 0.

4.2 Proof of Rado Games statements

Let us state some general observations regarding the distribution of edges in the hypergraph S0(A,b, n)
that will be used in applying both Maker’s and Breaker’s criterion.

Lemma 4.5. For every positive and abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr for which S(A, b) 6= ∅,
we have

d(S0(A, b, n)) = Θ
(
nm−rk(A)−1

)
.

Proof. We observe that each edge in S0(A,b, n) can stem from at most m! solutions in S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m,
so that we have

|S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m|/m! ≤ e(S0(A,b, n)) ≤ |S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m|.

Using (10) and Lemma 4.1 there therefore exists a constant c0 = c0(A,b) > 0 so that

c0/m! nm−rk(A)−1 ≤ d(S0(A,b, n)) ≤ nm−rk(A)−1

giving us the desired statement.

Lemma 4.6. For every positive matrix A ∈ Zr×m, vector b ∈ Zr and 1 ≤ ` ≤ m the maximum `–degree
in S0(A, b, n) satisfies

∆`(S0(A, b, n)) = O

(
max

Q⊆[m], |Q|= `
n(m−rk(A))−(|Q|−rQ)

)
.

Proof. We have

∆`(S0(A,b, n)) ≤ max
(x1,...,x`)∈[n]`

∣∣{x ∈ S0(A,b) ∩ [n]m : ∃Q ⊆ [m] s.t. xQ = (x1, . . . , x`)}
∣∣

≤
(
m

`

)
max

(x1,...,x`)∈[n]`

Q⊆[m],|Q|=`

∣∣{x ∈ [n]m−` : AQ · xT = b−AQ · (x1, . . . , x`)
T }
∣∣

≤ m` max
Q⊆[m]
|Q|=`

max
b′∈Zr

∣∣S(AQ,b′) ∩ [n]m−`
∣∣.

Using (10) as well as the fact that |Q| = m− |Q| and rQ = rk(A)− rk(AQ), it follows that

∆`(S0(A,b, n)) ≤ m` max
Q⊆[m], |Q|= `

n|Q|−rk(AQ) = m` max
Q⊆[m], |Q|= `

n(m−rk(A))−(|Q|−rQ)

giving us the desired statement.

Using these results we are now ready to provide a proof of Theorem 1.4. This will be immediately
followed by proofs of Proposition 1.5 and Corollary 4.7.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. We will prove that the threshold bias satisfies q(S0(A,b, n)) = Θ(n1/m1(A)) by
showing that the criteria of Theorem 1.2 are met by S0(A,b, n) and that the criteria of Theorem 1.3
are met by S0(A[Q],b[Q], n) where Q ⊆ [m] will be some appropriately chosen set of column indices.
The bounds on the threshold bias obtained this way will asymptotically be the same, giving the desired
statement.

Maker’s Strategy. Since A is abundant we know by Lemma 4.4 that rQ = 0 for any Q ⊆ [m] satisfying
|Q| ≤ 2. It follows that by Lemma 4.6 we have ∆1(S0(A,b, n)) = O(n(m−rk(A))−1) and ∆2(S0(A,b, n)) =
O(n(m−rk(A))−2). Lemma 4.5 therefore immediately implies that both Condition (M1) and Condi-
tion (M2) hold. As v(S0(A,b, n)) = n and rk(A) ≥ 1 Lemma 4.5 also implies that d(S0(A,b, n)) =
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o(nm−1), so that Condition (M3) holds as well. It follows that Theorem 1.2 applies and establishes the
desired lower bound on the threshold bias since

min
2≤`≤m

(
d(S0(A,b, n))

∆`(S0(A,b, n))

) 1
`−1

= min
2≤`≤m

 Θ
(
nm−rk(A)−1

)
O
(

maxQ⊆[m]
|Q|= `

n(m−rk(A))−(|Q|−rQ)
)


1
`−1

= min
Q⊆[m]
|Q|≥2

Ω

(
n
|Q|−rQ−1

|Q|−1

)
= Ω

(
n1/m1(A)

)
.

Breaker’s Strategy. Let Q and the corresponding B and c be as given by Corollary 4.3. Considering
Maker’s choice of vertices as the set T in this corollary, it is clear that if Breaker can keep Maker from
covering any solution in S0(B, c) then Maker must also fail at covering any solution in S0(A,b). For this
part, we can therefore without loss of generality assume that A is not just positive and abundant, but
also strictly balanced, that is (m−1)/(m−rk(A)−1) = m1(A) as well as (|Q|−1)/(|Q|−rQ−1) < m1(A)
for any Q ( [m] satisfying |Q| ≥ 2.

Note that v(S0(A,b, n)) = n so that we clearly have v(S0(A,b, n)) → ∞. Since A is abundant we
know by Lemma 4.4 that rQ = 0 for any Q ⊆ [m] satisfying |Q| = 1. Lemma 4.6 as well as Lemma 4.5
combined with the fact that ∆1(S0(A,b, n)) ≥ d(S0(A,b, n)) therefore imply that

∆1(S0(A,b, n))
1

m−1 = Θ
(
nm−rk(A)−1

) 1
m−1 = Θ

(
n1/m1(A)

)
. (14)

In the last step we have used the assumption that A is strictly balanced. That same assumption also
states that for all Q ⊆ [m] satisfying 2 ≤ |Q| < m we have (|Q| − 1)/(|Q| − rQ − 1) < m1(A) so that

(m− rk(A))− (|Q| − rQ)

m− |Q|
=

(m− rk(A)− 1)− (|Q| − rQ − 1)

(m− 1)− (|Q| − 1)

<
(m− rk(A)− 1)− (|Q| − 1)/m1(A)

(m− 1)− (|Q| − 1)

=
1

m1(A)

1− (|Q| − 1)/(m− 1)

1− (|Q| − 1)(m− 1)
=

1

m1(A)
.

Using this, it follows that there exists some ε = ε(A) > 0 so that for any 2 ≤ ` ≤ m we have by
Lemma 4.6 and (14) that

∆`(S0(A,b, n))
1

m−` nε = O
(

max
Q⊆[m], |Q|= `

n(m−rk(A))−(|Q|−rQ)
) 1

m−`

nε

= O
(

max
Q⊆[m], |Q|= `

n
(m−rk(A))−(|Q|−rQ)

m−|Q| +ε
)

= O
(
n1/m1(A)

)
= O

(
∆1(S0(A,b, n))

1
m−1

)
.

It follows that Theorem 1.3 applies and due to (14) establishes the desired upper bound on the threshold
bias.

To conclude this part, let us prove Proposition 1.5.

Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let us start by noting that if S(A,b) = ∅, then the game hypergraph S0(A,b, n)
is empty and the game trivially is an immediate win for Breaker.

Let us therefore consider the case where S(A,b) 6= ∅ and A is positive and non-abundant but still
satisfies rk(A) > 0. From the non-abundancy, it follows that there exist two column indices 1 ≤ i1, i2 ≤ m
such for Q = [m] \ {i1, i2} we get rk(AQ) < rk(A). It follows that there exist a set of basic row
transformations and a row index j such that row j of AQ consists only of 0 entries while row j of A can
be taken as a basis vector of the space spanned by the rows of A. As A is positive, this row of A does
not consist of all 0 entries. If i1 = i2, then it follows that there that any x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(A,b)
satisfies xi1 = 0, contradicting the assumption that A is positive. If i1 and i2 are distinct, then it
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follows that there exist v1, v2, b
′ ∈ Z with v1, v2 6= 0 such that any x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(A,b) satisfies

v1xi1 + v2xi2 = b′. Now, whenever Maker occupies some i ∈ [n], Breaker can simply pick (b′ − v1 i)/v2

and (b′ − v2 i)/v1 (if these are indeed integer values in [n]) and thus block Maker’s ability to cover any
solution. It follows that Breaker has a winning strategy with a bias of at most 2.

4.3 Solutions with repeated entries

It is apparent already from the matrix of the k–AP game that allowing solutions with repeated com-
ponents might make the game ‘easier’ for Maker. Indeed, the vector (z, . . . , z) ∈ [n]k is a solution of
the k–AP game, hence occupying any one element of [n] would immediately provide Maker with such a
solution and a win in its first move.

On the other hand constant vectors are the only non-proper solutions of the k–AP matrix, so the
k–AP game with proper solutions does not become any different even if we allowed equality of any
combination of the coordinates except for all of them.

For the matrix (1 1 − 1), the solutions of which are called Schur triples, allowing any combination
of coordinates to be equal does not make the game significantly easier for Maker. Indeed, there are no
positive solutions with x1 = x3 or x2 = x3 and to block solutions with x1 = x2 Breaker only needs at
most two extra moves in each round, since he might need to occupy the double and the half of Maker’s
previous move.

For another classic equation, the Sidon equation x1 + x2 = x3 + x4, the result of the game changes
greatly according to which combination of coordinates we allow to be equal. According to Theorem 1.4
the game with proper solutions has threshold of the order n2/3. If we allowed x1 = x3 and x2 = x4,
then occupying any two different integers would provide Maker with a win, so the threshold bias would
grow to n− 1. If we were to allow for Maker solutions with repeated coordinates x1 = x2, (but required
x3 6= x1, x1 6= x4, x4 6= x3), then it turns out that the game’s threshold bias is the same order of
magnitude as the one of the game with proper solutions.

Subsequently we will be after identifying exactly which component-equalities make the game easier
for Maker and which ones do not. More precisely which one of them change the order of the threshold
bias compared to the bias q(S0(A,b, n)) and which ones do not. Identifying this correct notion of
‘non-degenerate’ solution for our setup takes a few definitions.

Given a solution x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(A,b) for an integer-valued matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector
b ∈ Zr, let

p(x) =
{
{1 ≤ j ≤ m : xi = xj} : 1 ≤ i ≤ m

}
denote the set partition of the column indices [m] indicating the repeated entries in x. Note that for
x ∈ S0(A,b) we have p(x) = {{1}, . . . , {m}}. Given some set partition p of {1, . . . ,m}, let Ap denote the
matrix obtained by summing up the columns of A according to p, that is for p = {T1, . . . , Ts} such that
min(T1) < · · · < min(Ts) for some 1 ≤ s ≤ m and ci the i–th column vector of A for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
we have

Ap =

( ∑
i∈T1

ci

∣∣∣ ∑
i∈T2

ci

∣∣∣ · · · ∣∣∣ ∑
i∈Ts

ci

)
.

Note that the assumption min(T1) < · · · < min(Ts) ensures that this notion is well-defined and that
Ap = A for p = {{1}, . . . , {m}}.

Using these definitions we can now define when a solution is considered to be non-degenerate:

1. If A is positive and abundant, then a solution x ∈ S(A,b) ∩Nm is defined to be non-degenerate if
|p(x)| ≥ 2 and Ap is either non-abundant or it is abundant and satisfies m1(Ap) ≥ m1(A).

2. If A is positive and non-abundant, then a solution x ∈ S(A,b)∩Nm is defined to be non-degenerate
if |p(x)| ≥ 2.

For example for the (positive and abundant) matrices associated to k–APs and Schur triple the
only non-degenerate solutions are the proper ones. For the matrix associated with the Sidon equation
x1 + x2 = x3 + x4, 3–APs are non-degenerate solutions with repeated entries.

The main result of this section shows that this is the right definition for those solutions, which
do not make the game any easier for Maker (i.e., do not lose any of the ‘complexity’ of the original
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system due to coordinate repetition). Note that our definition includes solutions x ∈ S(A,b) for which
rk(Ap(x)) = rk(A). These were called non-trivial by Rué et al. [19]. Both definitions extend a previous
definition for single-line equations due to Ruzsa [20]. We now let

S1(A,b) =
{
x ∈ S(A,b) : x is non-degenerate

}
and remark that S(A,b) ⊇ S1(A,b) ⊇ S0(A,b). Furthermore we denote by S1(A,b, n) the hypergraph
containing all non-degenerate solutions in [n], that is

S1(A,b, n) =
{
{x1, . . . , xm} : (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S1(A,b) ∩ [n]m

}
.

Note that S1(A,b, n) in contrast to S0(A,b, n) is not necessarily uniform.
The following result can be proven as a corollary to Theorem 1.4 and shows that allowing non-

degenerate solutions for Maker does not change the order of the threshold bias compared to the proper
game. In other words, with only a constant factor times the original threshold bias, Breaker is able to
block not just all proper solutions but also every non-degenerate solution. Here we let the notation Θ(0)
mean Θ(1).

Corollary 4.7. For every positive matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr the threshold bias of the Maker-
Breaker (A, b)–game on [n] allowing non-degenerate solutions satisfies q(S1(A, b, n)) = Θ (q(S0(A, b, n))).

Proof. The central observation necessary to prove this corollary is that for all non-degenerate partitions
p (and in fact for all non-vacant partitions) we have{

{x1, . . . , xm} : (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ S(A,b) ∩ [n]m and p(x) = p
}

= S0(Ap,b, n). (15)

Now if A is positive and abundant then for non-degenerate p the bias threshold of the game played on
S0(Ap,b, n) either satisfies q(S0(Ap,b, n)) ≤ 2 by Proposition 1.5 if Ap is non-abundant or it satisfies

q(S0(Ap,b, n)) = Θ(n1/m1(Ap)) = O(n1/m1(A)) by Theorem 1.4 if Ap is abundant since we required
that m1(Ap) ≥ m1(A). Noting that the number of possible non-degenerate partitions of [m] is clearly
bounded from above by m! gives the desired result through Breaker’s possibility to use strategy splitting,
see Remark 3.3.

If A is non-abundant, then for any non-degenerate p the matrix Ap is also non-abundant and hence
q(S0(Ap,b, , n)) = q(S0(A,b, n)) = Θ(1).

Let us motivate why this is the ‘right’ notion of non-degenerate solutions. Observe that given some
partition p of [m] the set {x ∈ S(A,b) : p(x) = p} is either empty or it trivially consists only of non-
degenerate or only of degenerate solutions. We therefore respectively also refer to p as either vacant,
non-degenerate or degenerate. We will later remark in Subsection 6.3 that allowing Maker to also win by
occupying any solution belonging to a fixed degenerate partition p does change the order of the threshold
bias. In other words, non-degenerate solutions indeed provide an exact characterization for classes of
solutions with repeated components that do not change the complexity of the original linear homogenous
system.

5 Proof of Theorem 1.6 – Small Hypergraph Games

First, observe that if G is a collection of e(G) independent edges, then Maker has a winning strategy if

q <
(
n−r(e(G)−1)

r

)
/(e(G) − 1). So we may assume that this is not the case. We recall that H(G, n) was

the hypergraph of all copies of G in K(r)
n . We observe that H(G, n) is e(G)–uniform and clearly satisfies

v(H(G, n)) =

(
n

r

)
= Θ(nr) (16)

as well as e(H(G, n)) =
(
n

v(G)

)
v(G)! / aut(G) = Θ(nv(G)). In particular, it follows that

d(H(G, n)) = Θ(nv(G)−r). (17)
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Lastly observe that for 1 ≤ ` ≤ e(G) we have

∆`(H(G, n)) = Θ

(
max

F⊆G, e(F)=`
nv(G)−v(F)

)
. (18)

We will now prove that the threshold bias satisfies q(H(G, n)) = Θ(n1/mr(G)) by showing that the
criteria of Theorem 1.2 are met by H(G, n) and that the criteria of Theorem 1.3 are met by H(F , n)
where F will be some appropriate dense subgraph of G. The bounds on the threshold bias obtained this
way will asymptotically be the same, giving the desired statement.

Maker’s Strategy. (18) implies that ∆1(H(G, n)) = Θ(nv(G)−r) as well as ∆2(H(G, n)) = O(nv(G)−(r+1))
so that Conditions (M1) and (M2) immediately follow from (17). Now, as we have already excluded the
case that G is a collection of e(G) independent edges, we have v(G)/e(G) < r so that v(G)−r < r (e(G)−1)
and hence Condition (M3) is satisfied by Equations (16) and (17). It follows that Theorem 1.2 applies
and establishes the desired lower bound on the threshold bias since

min
2≤`≤e(G)

(
d(H(G, n))

∆`(H(G, n))

) 1
`−1

= min
2≤`≤e(G)

(
Θ
(
nv(G)−r)

Θ
(

maxF⊆G, e(F)=` nv(G)−v(F)
)) 1

`−1

= min
F⊆G, e(F)≥2

Θ
(
n

v(F)−r
e(F)−1

)
= Θ

(
n1/mr(G)

)
.

Breaker’s Strategy. Note that we can restrict our attention to the case in which G is strictly r–balanced,
as otherwise we can replace G with a strictly r–balanced subhypergraph F ⊂ G. Indeed, if Breaker can
keep Maker from occupying F , then he clearly also succeeds in keeping Maker from occupying a copy of G.
So we may assume that mr(G) = (e(G)−1)/(v(G)−r) and that mr(F) = (e(F)−1)/(v(F)−r) < mr(G)
for all subgraphs F ( G on at least r + 1 vertices.

Clearly v(H(G, n)) → ∞ by (16). We note that by (18) as well as the assumption that G is strictly
r–balanced we have

∆1(H(G, n))
1

e(G)−1 = Θ
(
n

v(G)−r
e(G)−1

)
= Θ

(
n1/mr(G)

)
. (19)

Since G is strictly r–balanced, we also have that for every 2 ≤ ` ≤ e(G) and every subhypergraph F ⊂ G
with e(F) = ` edges

v(G)− v(F)

e(G)− `
=

(v(G)− r)− (v(F)− r)
(e(G)− 1)− (e(F − 1))

=
1

mr(F)

1− v(F)−r
v(G)−r

1− e(F)−1
e(G)−1

<
1

mr(G)
.

Therefore there exists a sufficiently small ε = ε(r,G) such that for any 2 ≤ ` ≤ e(G) we have by
Equations (16), (18) and (19) that

∆`(H(G, n))
1

e(G)−` v(H(G, n))ε = Θ

 max
F⊆G
e(F)=`

n
v(G)−v(F)

e(G)−`
+rε

 = O
(
n

1
mr(G)

)
= O

(
∆1(H(G, n))

1
e(G)−1

)
.

It follows that Theorem 1.3 applies and due to (19) establishes the desired upper bound on the threshold
bias. �

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have established general criteria for hypergraphs H, which guarantee that the uniformly
random Maker-strategy is essentially optimal in the biased Maker-Breaker game on H. We have proved
that several natural games fall into this category. This included Rado games for solutions of linear
equation systems as well as G–building games for any fixed uniform hypergraph G.
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6.1 Combining the Criteria for Maker and Breaker

We note that one can easily combine Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 to form the following statement
giving the exact asymptotic behaviour of the bias threshold for games with a hypergraph that is not
dense, roughly regular, and has an appropriate separation of the `–degrees from the degrees.

Corollary 6.1. For every k ≥ 2 the following holds. If H = (Hn)n∈N is a sequence of k–uniform
hypergraphs for which there exists an ε > 0 so that we have

(I) d(Hn) = o
(
v(Hn)k−1

)
,

(II) ∆1(Hn) = O
(
d(Hn)

)
,

(III) ∆`(Hn)
1

k−` v(Hn)ε = O
(
∆1(Hn)

1
k−1
)

for every 2 ≤ ` ≤ k − 1,

then the threshold biases of the games played on Hn satisfy

q(Hn) = Θ
(
d(Hn)

1
k−1

)
. (20)

As the reader of the proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6 will have noticed, this would only be
applicable in the special case where the matrix or the hypergraph to be built is strictly balanced. For
the proof of the full statement of these results we needed the two separate statements as well as the
argument that without loss of generality one can replace the matrix or the hypergraph with a denser
substructure when determining a strategy for Breaker.

6.2 Obtaining constants

In our main theorems we determine the right order of magnitude of the threshold biases for the games
considered. Hence one might rightfully be interested in obtaining more precise statements, involving
the constant factors. For the triangle-building game Chvátal and Erdős [7] established upper and lower
bounds that are tight up to a constant factor

√
2. Their upper bound was slightly improved by Balogh

and Samotij [1], however the value of the right constant factor is still outstanding.
We state here a couple of bounds for the 3–AP game, where we already established that the threshold

bias is of the order
√
n.

Proposition 6.2. For the threshold bias q(n) of the 3-AP game played on [n] we have√
n

12
− 1

6
≤ q(n) ≤

√
3n.

Proof. Let us first prove the upper bound by providing a winning strategy for Breaker if he is given a
bias of q ≥

√
3n. The strategy will simply consist of blocking all possible 3-APs containing Maker’s last

choice and one of its previous choices. As for each fixed pair of integers there are at most three 3-APs
containing them and Maker occupies at most M = dn/(q + 1)e integers during the course of the whole
game, the number of 3-APs to be blocked is never more than 3 (M − 1). Since

3 (M − 1) ≤ q

for q ≥
√

3n, Breaker has enough moves in each round to occupy the (at most) one unoccupied element
in each of the dangerous 3-APs.

For the lower bound we use the generalization of a criterion that was developed by Beck for Maker’s
win in the unbiased van der Waerden game [2]. He later stated a biased version [4] and this is what we
will apply here.

Theorem 6.3 (Biased Maker’s Win Criterion [4]). Let H be a hypergraph and q ∈ N. Maker has a
winning strategy as the first player in the q–biased game on H if

∑
H∈H

(
1

1 + q

)|H|
>

q2

(1 + q)3
∆2(H) v(H). (21)
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For the hypergraph Hn of 3–APs in [n] we observe that v(Hn) = n, e(Hn) ≥ n2/4 − n/2, and

∆2(Hn) ≤ 3. Consequently with a bias of q <
√

n
12 −

1
6 the condition (21) holds for Hn and Theorem 6.3

provides the winning strategy for Maker.

Observe that the constants
√

1/12 and
√

3 are only a factor 6 apart, it would be interesting to close
this gap.

Question 6.4. Prove the existence of a constant C > 0, such that the threshold bias of the 3-AP game
is (C + o(1))

√
n.

It should be noted that one may also apply Theorem 6.3 to the k–AP game and obtain a lower bound
of the right order of magnitude on the the threshold bias for every k ≥ 3. The ad-hoc argument for
Breaker’s win does not seem to generalize immediately.

Conjecture 6.5. For every positive and abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m and vector b ∈ Zr, there exists a
constant C = C(A, b) > 0 such that q(S0(A, b, n)) = (C + o(1))n1/m1(A).

The analogous question for graph-building games has been posed by Bednarska and  Luczak [5]. For
hypergraph-building games the same question can of course also be asked.

6.3 More on repeated entries

It is not necessary to compare games with repeated solutions to the proper game hypergraph S0(A,b, n).
For each family P of non-vacant partitions of [n], one can define the game hypergraph S(A,b, n,P)
containing all subsets that consist of the distinct components of such a solution to A ·xT = bT for which
p(x) ∈ P, that is

S(A,b, n,P) = {{x1, . . . , xm} : (x1, . . . , xm) = x ∈ S(A,b) ∩ [n]m and p(x) ∈ P}. (22)

Theorem 1.4 of course deals with the case where P consists just of the partition {{1}, . . . , {m}} and
Corollary 4.7 with the case where P = {p(x) : x ∈ S1(A,b)} consists of all non-degenerate partitions.

Considering the proof of Corollary 4.7 it should be clear that playing on the hypergraph of all solutions
to A with repetitions indicated by some given partition p is the same as playing on the hypergraph
S0(Ap,b). The following statement follows immediately and can therefore be seen both as a generalization
of but also an easy corollary to Theorem 1.4.

Theorem 6.6. For every matrix A ∈ Zr×m, vector b ∈ Zr and family P of set partitions of [m] the
corresponding threshold bias satisfies q(S(A, b, n,P)) = Θ

(
maxp∈P q(Ap, b, n)

)
.

This of course implies that if there exists p ∈ P such that Ap is positive and abundant and p′ ∈ P
is the one of those partitions that minimizes the parameter m1(Ap′), then we have q(S(A,b, n,P)) =

Θ
(
n1/m1(Ap′ )

)
. This result also shows that the notion of non-degeneracy as defined in the introduction

is the broadest possible notion that does not change the character of the game, that is the asymptotic
behaviour of its bias threshold.

6.4 The probabilistic intuition

It was Chvátal and Erdős who first pointed out some surprising similarities between certain positional
games and results in random graphs. Given some hypergraph H let the appearance threshold p(H) be
the threshold probability for the property that the random set V (H)p contains an edge. The probabilistic
intuition states that the appearance threshold p(H) hints at the bias threshold q(H) of the game G(H; q),
namely that q(H) ∼ p(H)−1. This intuition holds true for several ‘global’ properties such as hamiltonicity
or connectivity. We have previously remarked that the biased Erdős-Selfridge strategy states that Breaker
can do at least as well as when both players act randomly.

Obviously for the games studied by Bednarska and  Luczak [5] as well as the two types of Maker-
Breaker games studied in this paper, this probabilistic intuition fails. The appearance threshold for a

given fixed r–uniform hypergraph G in the r–uniform random graph G
(r)
n,p occurs around n−1/m(G) where

m(G) 6= mr(G) is the density of G maximized over all subgraphs. Likewise, the appearance threshold
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of homogeneous solutions to a given positive and abundant matrix A ∈ Zr×m occurs around n−1/m(A)

where m(A) 6= m1(A) is a parameter of A maximized over all induced submatrices, see Rué et al. [19].
As an example, k–APs start to appear around n−2/k whereas we have shown the threshold bias to satisfy
n1/(k−1).

However, as already noted in the introduction, a different type of random intuition still plays an
important role. Our results have a strong connection to sparse Turán- and Szemerédi-type statements.
Given an r–uniform hypergraph G, let ex(n,G) be the largest number of edges in a G–free subgraph of

K(r)
n and let πk(G) = limn→∞ ex(n,G)/

(
n
r

)
. For ε > 0 an r–uniform hypergraph F is called (G, ε)–Turán

if every subgraph of F with at least (πr(G) + ε) e(F) edges contains a copy of G. Conlon and Gowers (in
the strictly balanced case) [8] and independently Schacht [21] showed that the threshold probability of

the event that G
(r)
n,p is (G, ε)–Turán is Θ(n−1/mr(F)). Compare this to our result that the threshold bias of

the Maker-Breaker G–game is Θ(n1/mr(G)). Similarly, Schacht [21] showed that for a given density regular
matrix A ∈ Zr×m the threshold probability for the event that [n]p is (δ, A)–stable is Θ(n−1/m1(A)). The
third author [22] as well as independently Hancock, Staden and Treglown [13] extended this result to
abundant matrices. Our result shows that the threshold bias of the Maker-Breaker A–game lies around
Θ(n1/m1(A)) for the much broader class of positive and abundant matrices. We call the intuition one
might infer from this probabilistic Turán intuition for biased Maker-Breaker games. We have proven two
criteria for Breaker as well as Maker that provide some criteria to verify if this intuition indeed holds
true for a given game.
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Appendix

Recall that the median µ1/2 of a discrete random variable X satisfies P
(
X ≤ µ1/2

)
≥ 1/2 as well

as P
(
X ≥ µ1/2

)
≥ 1/2. Furthermore recall that any median of the binomial distribution B(n, p) lies

between bnpc and dnpe, that is bnpc ≤ µ1/2 (B(n, p)) ≤ dnpe. A family of subsets P ⊆ 2[n] is called
monotone decreasing if A ⊆ B and B ∈ P implies A ∈ P. It is called monotone increasing if its
complement in 2[n] is monotone decreasing. As usual one identifies properties of subsets of [n] with
the corresponding family of subsets having the property. The purpose of this appendix is to prove the
following lemma:

Lemma 6.7. Let X ∼ B(n, p) and let P be a monotone decreasing family of subsets of [n].Then there
exists a constant C > 0 such that if

√
np(1− p) > C, then P

(
[n]bnpc ∈ P

)
≤ 3P ([n]p ∈ P).

Proof. Note that since P is monotone decreasing, we have P ([n]K ∈ P) ≥ P ([n]L ∈ P) whenever K ≤ L.
Thus

P ([n]p ∈ P) =

n∑
M=0

P ([n]p ∈ P | |[n]p| = M) P (|[n]p| = M) =

n∑
M=0

P ([n]M ∈ P) P (|[n]p| = M)

≥
bnpc∑
M=0

P ([n]M ∈ P) P (|[n]p| = M) ≥ P
(
[n]bnpc ∈ P

) bnpc∑
M=0

P (|[n]p| = M) .

Note that
∑bnpc
M=0 P (|[n]p| = M) = P (X ≤ bnpc). Let µ1/2 be the median of X and assume first that

bnpc ≤ µ1/2 < dnpe. Then P (X ≤ bnpc) = P
(
X ≤ µ1/2

)
≥ 1

2 and hence

P([n]bnpc ∈ P) ≤ 2P ([n]p ∈ P) .
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It remains to be shown that the assertion follows as well if µ1/2 = dnpe. Note that

P (X ≤ bnpc) = P (X ≤ dnpe)− P (X = dnpe) ≥ 1

2
− P (X = dnpe) .

We will show that P (X = dnpe) ≤ 1/6 which then implies P
(
[n]bnpc ∈ P

)
≤ 3P ([n]p ∈ P). To do so, we

will upper bound the probability that X = dnpe and use the inequalities
√

2πn
(
n
e

)n ≤ n! ≤
√

2πn
(
n
e

)n
e

as follows:

P (X = dnpe) =

(
n

dnpe

)
pdnpe (1− p)n−dnpe =

n! pdnpe (1− p)n−dnpe

dnpe!(n− dnpe)!

≤
√
n nn e pdnpe (1− p)n−dnpe√

2πdnpe (dnpe)dnpe
√
n− dnpe (n− dnpe)n−dnpe

=

√
n√

n− dnpe
(np)dnpe

dnpednpe
(n− np)n−dnpe

(n− dnpe)n−dnpe
e√

2πdnpe
,

Clearly we have (np)dnpe/dnpednpe ≤ 1 as well as (n− np)n−dnpe/(n− dnpe)n−dnpe ≤ e. Hence we get

P (X = dnpe) ≤ e2

√
2π

√
n

n− np− 1

1

np
≤ 3√

(1− p)np− p
<

3√
C2 − 1

.

Choosing C > 0 large enough such that P (X = dnpe) ≤ 1/6 gives the desired property.
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